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Weather

Bowling Green, Ohio

S. Africans endorse sharing power
byTinaSusman
The Associated Press

Snowy and blowy:
Thursday, snow likely in
the morning, cloudy with a
slight chance of flurries in
the afternoon. High 35 to 40.
Chance of snow 60 percent.
Thursday night, partly
cloudy. Low in the lower 20s.
Friday, mostly sunny. High
in the mid .30s.

Inside The News
Creek village denied:
A new feasibility study,
designed to survey the possible use of the former
Heinz plant site as greek
housing, has found the
project impractical.
□ See page five.

Outside Campus
Primary double trouble:
COLUMBUS -- A bill postponing Ohio's primary election from May 5 to June 2
cleared the House and went
to the Senate on Wednesday
amid new concerns that the
state will have to have a second primary even later.
Leaders said they hoped to
know by March 27.
A second primary could
involve primary balloting
for legislative candidates
only. Their recently drawn
districts remain under challenge in the federal courts.
A second primary would
cost taxpayers an extra $6
million.
Responsibility claimed:
BUENOS AIRES, Argentina (AP) - An Islamic fundamentalist group in Beirut
claimed responsibility
Wednesday for the Israeli
Embassy bombing that
killed 12 persons, injured
more than 250 and reduced
the building to chunks of
concrete and twisted metal.
The death toll seemed
likely to rise. Rescuers who
worked slowly all night with
picks and shovels eventually
switched to cranes and
front-end loaders as the
possibility of finding survivors faded.
An embassy spokesperson
said five Israelis were missing and believed dead in the
rubble.
Tuesday's explosion at the
French-style embassy near
the city's central business
district was caused by a car
bomb containing 220 pounds
of explosives, said Interior
Minister Jose Luis Manzano.

Lottery
CLEVELAND (AP) - Here
are the Ohio Lottery selections made Wednesday
night:
Super Lotto:
2-6-10-22-23-46
The Super Lotto jackpot is
$8 million.
Kicker: 3-2-9-2-9-2
Pick 3 Numbers: 4-8-9
Pick 4 Numbers: 4-6-0-2
Cards: Eight of Hearts
Eight of Clubs
Queen of Diamonds
Nine of Spades
Compiled from staff and
wire reports.

Volume 74, Issue 120

JOHANNESBURG, South Africa - Nelson Mandela
and other blacks welcomed the stunning endorsement
by whites for sharing power, but they said Wednesday
South Africa has a long way to go to become a democratic nation.
Mandela, leader of the African National Congress, the
biggest black group, said apartheid is "very much
alive" despite the overwhelming vote in a whites-only
referendum Tuesday to support political reforms.
Whites voted 68.7 percent to 31.3 percent to forge
ahead with talks that would end white rule and give
South Africa's 30 million-member black majority voting
rights for the first time. Nearly 86 of every 100 eligible
voters turned out.
The margin of support for President F.W. de Klerk's
reforms was much higher than expected and was a jolt

to pro-apartheid white conservatives. De Klerk won in
14 of the 15 electoral districts.
The vote was the most solid step taken toward ending
apartheid in South Africa, a nation branded for decades
as an intractable stronghold of racism. Major issues
remain to be resolved between de Klerk and black
leaders, and there is not likely to be any swift transfer
of power.
"Today, we have closed the book on apartheid," said
de Klerk, who celebrated his 56th birthday Wednesday.
"Today, in a certain sense of the word, is the real birthday of the real, new, South African nation."
The election gave de Klerk the decisive mandate he
needs to continue negotiations with the African National
Congress and other black groups on writing a new constitution.
Mandela, who with de Klerk has been the central figure in those talks, said the referendum must be the "absolute last" whites-only vote.

"Apartheid is still very much alive. I still cannot vote
in my own country," Mandela told reporters.
A radical black group, the Pan Africanist Congress,
denounced the vote. "The all-white referendum is an
obscenity and an insult to the dispossessed masses of
our country," it said.
Andries Treumicht, leader of the pro-apartheid Conservative Party, conceded defeat. But he said de Klerk
"will be the victim of his own reform.
"Mr. de Klerk has won his referendum, just like Gorbachev won his. Gorbachev is today out of power... and
Mr. de Klerk is negotiating his own government out of
power," Treurnicht said.
The nation faces an uncertain future.
Right-wing groups say they will fight rather than accept a black government, although their credibility was
damaged by the referendum result. The government
See Africa, page page four.

Rally slated: groups; spring cleaning

protest further cuts
to higher education
by Kirk Pavelich
The BC News
Student leaders from across
the state will join forces with the
Inter-University Council at a
Columbus rally next month
aimed at convincing Gov. George
Voinovich that further cuts to
higher education are unacceptable.
The decision was the result of a
joint meeting of Inter-University
Council and the Ohio Student Association to discuss tactics for
dealing with the probable budget
cuts.
Bowling Green sent three representatives, including Mike
Sears, USG president: Jason
Jackson, USG president-elect
and Arto Woodley Jr., who represented Philip Mason, vice president of University relations.
Student leaders had planned to
discuss the possible cuts and the
IUC proposal of removing tuition
caps, but, according to Sears, the
focus has changed.
"We agreed that the real issue
isn't tuition caps, it's the state's
funding for higher education,"
Sears said.
Sears said the committee plans
to organize a protest rally in
Columbus to encourage the governor and legislature to seek
other solutions to combat the increasing state deficit - which
currently stands between $577
million and $680 million. The rally is scheduled for April 22.
Sears said the committee also
hopes to schedule a meeting with
the governor that day. Knowing
Voinovich has repeatedly turned
down meeting requests from
OSA and university presidents

across the state, Sears said the
prospects of a meeting are not
promising.
Mason said universities across
the state have attempted to use
their connections to convince
Voinovich to change his mind.
These include getting alumni,
parents, trustees and corporate
friends to start a letter-writing
campaign, urging Voinovich to
rethink his position.
"[We want to] frankly tell him
that he wasn't elected to manage
the decimation of higher education," Mason said.
Voinovich has promised twice
in two weeks to exempt primary
and secondary education from
the next round of cuts. According
to Mason, the protest from these
groups has obviously led to this
decision.
"What the governor seems to
respond best to is political heat
from the general population,"
Mason said. "[Primary and secondary education] have easy access to that kind of heat development."
With Voinovich on record as
stating that primary and secondary education will not be cut, IUC
officials said higher education
should prepare for an even larger cut. Sears said.
Higher education made up 39
percent of the total state spending cuts in February 1991 and 29
percent last January - despite
making up only 12.4 percent of
the state's total income. The IUC
believes higher education's next
share could go as high as 50 percent, or $250 million, Sears said.
Mason said the effect of that
large a cut would be "potentially

Thr BO Newi/Llada Ltmc
Taking advantage of the spring-like weather Tuesday afternoon, sophomore architectural design/construction management major Larry Inguaglato cleans his bike outside Compton Hall. Today's forecast calls for snow and a high near 37.

See Budget, page page four.

Confessed murderer faces Sununu in Toledo
civil battle over insurance to discuss primary
by Chris Hawley
The BG News
The day before he is to be sentenced for killing
his wife, daughter and girlfriend, Perrysburg's
Richard Geringer faces a civil court battle as relatives begin a fight over Insurance payments for his
family's deaths.
The sister of Carol Geringer, the confessed
killer's wife, filed a complaint Tuesday in the
Wood County Court of Common Pleas claiming the
victims' estates are entitled to $75,000 in life insurance payments for the deaths of the two.
The complaint says the payments should not go
to Gerlnger"s father, who is listed as a beneficiary
on the policies.
The family members are also demanding compensation for relatives' emotional suffering and
suffering by the two victims before they died.
"What we're doing is protecting the assets of the
estate," William Hayes, attorney for the plaintiffs,
said.
Hayes said the suit involves a law that prohibits
a convicted murderer from receiving benefits related to the murder. Richard Geringer is named as
the first beneficiary on his wife's $50,000 policy
and his daughter's $25,000 policy; but because of
the law, he is ineligible to collect the insurance
payments.
C. Richard Geringer, the killer's father, is to
receive the payments if Richard Geringer is not

alive. Because Geringer is still living, neither
beneficiary should receive the payments, Hayes
said.
If the court rules C. Richard Geringer is ineligible to receive the payments, they will be paid to
the two victims' estates, said Patricia Reilly, staff
attorney for Ohio Life Insurance Company, the
firm that sold the policies. Reilly said Ohio Life
will not make the payments until the suit is settled.
"We're basically waiting," she said. "We're not
making any argument as to who will get the
money."
A second claim in the complaint demands compensation for the emotional pain and suffering of
the victims' relatives and the physical suffering of
the two before their deaths. No amount of money
was specified.
Hayes said Carol Geringer's estate will eventually be divided between her sister and brother, but
Kimberly Geringer's estate poses another legal
problem:
If the daughter was still alive when Carol Geringer died, then her estate should be added to her
mother's estate. If not, Kimberly Geringer's assets
will be given to C. Richard Geringer, her grandfather. Hayes said the division of inheritances will
be settled at a later date.
Richard Geringer pleaded guilty on Feb. 13 to
killing the two and his girlfriend, Susan Pelc.

by Michelle Banks
The BC News
TOLEDO - The final stretch of the presidential primary will present interesting issues to voters, according to a former chief of staff.
John Sununu told journalists Wednesday at a Toledo Junior League
town hall meeting that the economy, national debts and the recent
House check-bouncing scandal topped the list for future political debate.
Sununu said issues like the check-bouncing scandal have caused
many voters to express distrust of politicians.
Describing the situation as "arrogance of leadership," Sununu said
the U.S. House of Representatives knew about the bad checks for
many months before the media reported anything.
"I can empathize with those who thought their check had been deposited ... but some knew of the foibles of the system and exploited
it," Sununu said.
Legislators who wrote rubber checks will have a more difficult
time this election year, Sununu said.
Another critical challenge facing both presidential and congressional candidates concerns the national debt. Having stretched
into the trillion-dollar mark, the national debt will definitely be on
voters' minds, according to Sununu.
Sununu said President George Bush has taken a step in the right
direction by placing caps on spending; however, a generation of
spending caps needs to be implemented before any real results appear.
A harsh economy also presents a tough backdrop in the 1992 political arena, but Sununu said he expects economic improvement before
November's election. Currently, all Democratic candidates focus
See Sununu, page four.
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Peace a jukebox hero
Pop a dime in the jukebox of world
politics. Punch in ... ohhh, that one
over there. Listen to the jangly acoustic
sounds of Israel singing her boffo smasho hit "Oh Give Me A Home (The
Settlement Loan Guarantee Song)." But
then check out this grungy little ditty
from roadhouse blues band Bush Administration with its latest release "Hit
The Road, Jack (Response to Israel
Song)."
That's the soulful dirge Bush is soon
going to be playing Israel. According to
Bush, the $10 billion in requested loan
guarantees as they stand provide far
too many loopholes that would allow Israel to continue building settlements in
the occupied West Bank and Gaza Strip.
That, Bush said, will not do. So he
took an unusual anti-Israel stance with
key Congressional leaders: There will
be no U.S. guarantee.
The response in Israel was heated
and intense. Yoel Marcus, a columnist
for the Israeli newspaper Haaretz,
wrote an opinion shared by many
throughout the nation: "The relations
between the two countries will never be

the same again and there will be no
more free lunches."
The whole motivation for the move
comes from the ongoing Middle East
peace negotiations. However, whether
it will truly further peace in the troubled region is questionable at best.
Distancing itself from Israel seems to
have been a goal of the Bush administration, ceasing the strong support
found under past administrations. This
move could further gain trust and support of the Middle East nations not generally found in our clubhouse of pals.
Conversely, you can't kick your best
friend forever and still expect her to
remam your bud. While Israel and the
United States have long enjoyed a close
friendship - one both parties took for
granted - it seems the growing disenchantment Israel is feeling may indicate a maximum tolerance for being
"dissed."
Bush is walking a tightrope between
alienating either or both parties in the
Middle East peace process.

Letters

President secretary Parking problems at University
portrayed unfairly The BG News:
warm building. They're driving
Is there a parking problem at
BG? Have I actually heard complaining that there aren't enough
spaces and talk of making more
lots? I definitely see a parking
problem.
I live a block away from campus, maybe five blocks from the
Union, and see the lot for my
apartment block is full of cars,
nearly every one displaying a BG
commuter sticker. It takes about
five minutes to walk to the Union
from my apartment, two to ride a
bike. I see no apparent need to
drive a car from this distance,
yet most students do.
It's not even convenient. By the
time they've finished scraping
off their windshields, I'm inside a

The confessions of liars
What would happen if presidents had to fess up?
I am generally a serious person. That is, I'm usually not given
to fanciful imaginings. However,
the other day I had a daydream. I
imagined the men who have occupied America's highest political office and who have lied to
the American people for so long
were suddenly forced (perhaps
by truth serum? Threat of torture?) to 'fess up - to make a
clean slate of things.
How about this scenario: A
tape recording of former president Lyndon Johnson's last will
and testament is released to the
news media In the recording, the
former president admits he intentionally deceived his "fellow
Americans" about the Gulf of.
Tonkin incident (the incident
fabricated by the U.S. and used
as a pretext for escalating the
war in Vietnam). Johnson goes on
to explain there were some
powerful business interests placing tremendous economic pressure on the government at the
time. You see, there were handsome profits to be made...

around looking for a spot and I'm
fast asleep, ready for my chemistry lecture.
To me it seems the best solution to the parking problem
would not be to make more lots,
but to restrict the availability or
raise drastically the price of
parking permits to those within a
Richard Nixon has never forcertain distance of the campus.
mally apologized to the American
This would leave plenty of people for his illegal and unethispots to those commuters from cal behavior in the Watergate afout of town or long distances, fair. Imagine an older, but no
those who actually need them. In
wiser, arrogant and thoroughly
addition, it would save fuel and
unrepentant Nixon forced to retuition while relieving conges- cant his former denial of wrongIn fact, the secretary spent
tion.
doing ... "I am [choke, gasp,
about five hours that Friday
Dan Durica
gnashing of teeth] a crook."
morning and afternoon trying to
Junior
arrange the service which Green
Biology/Environmental Science I can see Ronald Reagan now.
requested. The secretary was
The "Great Communicator," a
courteous and sympathetic
tear in his eye (crocodile, no
throughout and expressed sindoubt), admitting he, ah yes, wait
cere regret to Green that she had
made a voluntary request 2 per- - now it's all coming back, he
The BG News:
been unable to arrange the speJames Walters' recent column cent less than what they received does remember authorizing the
cial elevator service.
on the ACGFA hearings raised last year; this was not because we diversion of profits from arms
It is understandable perhaps some very interesting issues. desired to see our fund cut, but sales to Iran to arm the Contras
that Green might have been feel- When the ACGFA hearings were because we thought it was the illegally (as Oliver North claimed
in a recent edition of Time magaing more than a little embarassed canceled, students raised a cry to right thing to do.
and frustrated because she had have them reinstated, despite the
Unfortunately, the money we zine).
made her very first effort to ar- fact there were no new funds to thought would be used to help
But let's not forget the "Ocfledgling campus groups who derange a special service for her become available.
The discussions of the unfair- serve additional funding has be- tober Surprise," the CIA's term
group member only one
day before- the weekend event ness to new groups were greatly come the target of established for an unexpected release of the
emphasized by those asking for groups who continue to make American hostages held in Iran
was to take place.
the reinstatement of the budget huge requests of gaining a few which might have swayed public
opinion to favor Carter in the
But this does not, for one sec- hearings.
dollars.
I am not a math major, but it
ond, excuse her insincerity in
There needs to be some greater 1980 presidential election. Let's
publicly attacking a University seems quite simple that for new justification given by groups who see, what punishment would be
employee long known for her ef- groups to receive funding, cur- are receiving large amounts of appropriate for a private citizen
ficient, sympathetic, dedicated rent organizations would need to our student fees without provid- who orchestrated secret meetrise above their own self-seeking ing any visible campus-wide pro- ings with a foreign government
service to all.
and conspired to delay the
greed for the greater goal of giv- gramming.
release of American hostages for
ing new or smaller groups a
Jim Stauf fer
Lester Barber
Executive assistant to the chance.
Honors Student Association his own political advantage?
Leavenworth? Community serpresident
Honors Student Association
Treasurer

The BG News
The letter from Melissa Green
(The BG News, March 10) presents an entirely inaccurate and
unfair representation of one of
the secretaries in the president's
office.
The secretary is characterized
as having callously and rudely
brushed off Green's request for
assistance in providing elevator
service during the weekend for a
physically challenged member of
the latter's group.

ACGFA column raises questions

Rabbit Run
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John Bernard

vice for the rest of his life?
Memory pills?
Last but certainly not least of
the political prevaricators (liars)
is the aristocrat liberals love to
hate - George Herbert "Hoover"
BushIt would be naive to think Bush
gained his expertise in the art of
deception in a haphazard manner. The reason he is so adept at
lying is he was formerly paid to
do it - as director of CIA.
Suppose we have our esteemed
Mr. Bush begin by admitting he
knew all along about the diversion of profits from the arms
sales to Iran which went to illegally supply the Contras, but did
nothing to stop the deception (as
Oliver North claims)?
Then, a contrite Bush could
'fess up that he knew all about
the Reagan campaign team's
efforts to delay the release of the
American hostages for political
gain - and again remained silent.
The former head of America's
spy agency could then apologize
for telling fibs about Panama. He
could admit the real reason U.S.
forces kidnapped Noriega was
because military planners wanted to install a leader in Panama
who would behave even more
slavishly to U.S. demands.
The grand finale would be a
humbled chief executive shuffling his feet while mumbling an
apology for having been somewhat less than candid in January
of last year when he claimed
"democracy," "way of life" and
"human rights" were the sole
reasons for the U.S. intervention
In the Persian Gulf. Oil ~ Black
Gold - that was the real issue.
But why leave the job half
done? To make a completely
clean slate of things, the last
little... ah, what could we call it?
Perhaps "white lie" would be
most appropriate - would have to

go, too. You know, the one about
Clarence Thomas being chosen to
sit on the Supreme Court because
of his qualifications ~ not because of his conservative views
on abortion and affirmative action
Some daydream, eh? But that's
precisely the problem. Unfortunately, Americans have become
so accustomed to the lies and
half-truths perpetrated by our
highest elected officials that political deception has almost become an accepted fact of American life. The situation has
degenerated so far that people
who complain about political
deception are often criticized for
being "idealistic" when they
suggest governmental elites
have a duty to be truthful.
The people of this great country have lost sight of several
fundamental truths. Though the
super wealthy would have us believe otherwise, we, the people,
are the owners of this country.
This is OUR land and OUR
government and though it
threatens the entrenched power
of corporate and political elites,
we have every right to demand
that our highest elected officials
refrain from lying to us.
Government conducted by secrecy, perpetuated by deception
and operated in the interest of
the few is antithetical to democracy. Democratic government
cannot possibly exist in the absence of truth ... or in the face of
an apathetic electorate.
John Bernard is a senior liberal studies major and a columnist for The BG News.

=Correction—
In the March 17 issue of The
BG News the article "Twenty
charged in drug bust" identified
suspects Stephen Lianas and
Brian Huber as University students due to information
received from police. However,
according to Public Relations Director Clifton Boutelle, Lianas
and Huber are not enrolled at the
University this semester.
In Michael Brennan's "Responses, RSA, NPHC" column
March 18, the last sentence of the
seventh paragraph should have
read "Surely, if students aren't
qualified to vote in Bowling
Green because they are only here
3/4 of the year, they certainly
aren't qualified to vote anywhere
else."

Thomas Cicirelli
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Why have prison rights?
"LIMITED SPACE AVAILABLE: one room efficiencies; free
phone, free utilities, access to
weight room and other exercise
equipment, free medical care
and other fringe benefits. All of
this at the cost of the American
taxpayer."
Where does one apply for such
plush accommodations? At your
local state prison, of course.
Today we have become more
concerned with the accommodations of prisoners than in
the punishment of the crime.
Federal judges have involved
themselves with prison management rather than justice and
have continually set caps on
prison population.
On Jan. 15, 1992, the Supreme
Court in a 6-2 decision ordered
judges to "reconsider such decrees when a significant change
in factual conditions [exists],"
such as when crime increases
and more criminals need to be
locked up for public safety. But
the overcrowding issue has become a problem of cruel and
unusual punishment.
It wasn't until 1969 when federal judges began to involve
themselves in state prisons. In
1969 the Warren Court held, in
Johnson v. Avery, that the Eighth
Amendment's prohibition against
"cruel and unusual punishments"
could cover a wide range of
prison complaints. The 1969 case
involved floggings with a leather
strap in the Arkansas prisons.
This compelled Crisp County,
Ga., to provide prisoners with air
conditioning and television under
threat of having their jail declared "unconstitutional."
"It's gotten to the point that
criminals ask us for prison time
instead of probation,"said Texas
Judge Michael McSpadden.
Today Judge McSpadden finds
himself in the middle of controversy again. He has recently
ruled in a case that Steven Butler, an accused rapist of a
13-year-old girl, could be castrated instead of serving a prison
term. Butler chose the punishment himself. He is already on
probation for molesting a sevenyear-old girl. Now his defenders
are saying he was incompetent
and was coerced to make the
offer.
Please! Castration is hardly
unappropriate. It wasn't long before the writing of the Constitution that castration would not
have been unusual punishment at

page three

The BG News

Chris Paydock

all. Today we have lost a sense of
justice. We are talking about
seven and 13-year-old girls.
The question of overcrowding,
however, still lingers. Though
the Supreme Court in 1981 refused to hold that double-bunking
in prison cells violates the Constitution, lower judges still declare unconstitutional cells that
may be as large as 80 square feet
- more than twice the size of nuclear submarine officers' quarters accommodating two or three
men. In this case it appears the
cruel and unusual punishment of
overcrowding does not hold.
What about the treatment of
prisoners in maintaining order?
In 1981, Texas prisons maintained order by arming older,
more experienced prisoners with
pipes and clubs to coerce others
into conformity.
"No prison gangs were allowed
to form, and the weaker inmates
were protected from bullying
and homosexual rape. Inmates
who wanted merely to keep out of
trouble and serve their time were

let alone" (Eugene Methvin,
senior editor at Readers Digest).
A Toledo man, Vincent Nathan,
a law professor with absolutely
no experience in corrections, was
appointed by a liberal Texas
judge to change the situation to a
more "humane" setting. Since
then, homicides among inmates,
virtually unknown previously,
soared to 52 in just two years. By
late 1985, homicides were occurring at the rate of one a day.
Prisoners saw the proportion of
the sentences they had to serve
drop from 56 percent to less than
14 percent. For the first time
ever in 1986 there were more
convicts on parole than behind
bars (Methvin).
These prisons are not meant to
be country clubs where prisoners
come and go as they please. Why
should murderers, rapists, child
molesters and other such thugs
be entitled to air conditioning
and other fine luxuries? It is supposed to be a deterrent, not a
goal.
Overcrowding would not be a
problem if we encourage doublebunking and tougher prisons.
Also, punishment fitting the
' crimes, such as castration, the
death penalty or other forms of
just punishment, would deter
these individuals from committing hideous crimes.
Chris Paydock is a columnist
for The BG News.

Letters, com.
The "real" definitions of liberal and conservative
The BG News:
Is Karl Schurr as naive as he
portrayed himself in his Feb. 28
column? Comparing political
parties over 100 years apart is
not only ignorant, but also shows
the educational background of
the individual.
First, let me correctly define
liberal. Not according to my dictionary, but rather my extensive
political knowledge, a liberal:
blames the most ruthless crimes
on society rather than the criminal; is in favor of legalizing
drugs; would rather see persons
live off welfare than try real
hard to find a job; tries to move
American society away from the
traditional family beliefs and
toward deviant, immoral behavior; and anything else which
would undermine the current
American system.
On the other hand, a conservative is one who: realizes business,
wealth and profit are what our
nation is composed of; believes
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Bowling Green State University's

SPRING AUCTION

■

1 8-20 Welcome
S2.00 cover utter 9:30
2 I and Over
S 1.00 cover after 9:30

3
Vehicles, lawnmowers, items from ^ggy^
University Police lost and found, assorted
jewelry and watches, miscellaneous electronic
and stereo equipment, computers and printers,
food service equipment and related items,
large assortment of office equipment and all
kinds of furniture.

HOURS:
Mmi.-Sal.: Noon 'til 2:30 a.m.
Sunday) 2:00 p.m. 'til 2:30 a.m.

• Mini-Pitchers Every Day •

New You
CALL 372-2121 FOR INFORMATION
Classified Information
Mail-In Form
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803 Fifth St.
* 2 Bedroom Unfurn. Or Furn.

• FREE HEAT, WATER & SEWER
• Off Street Parking .
* Laundry Room
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2* (16 line maximum) $12 95 pri insertion

PREPAYMENT; >s required for all non-university related businesses ana individuals

A
NEWIPVE
Menials

NOTICE;

_The BG News will not be responsible tor error due to illegibility or incomplete information Please come to
~2M West Hall immediatefy if mere is an error m your ad. The BG News will not be responnbie lor typographical errors in classified ads for more then two consecutive insertions.
The BG News reserves the right to release me names of individuals who place advertising m The BG News
The decision on whether to release this information shall be made by the management of The BG News. The
purpose of this policy is to discourage the placement of advertising thai may be cruel or unnecessary embarrassing to individuals or organizations Cases of fraud can be prosecuted

328 S. Main
our Only Office

lYou'll Look
land Feel Great!

owers
lkl-N-N

Restaurant
OPEN
MONDAY-FRIDAY
4:30 - 6:30

Famous Hair

CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM
PHONE#.

NAME (Print).
ADDRESS
SOCIAL SECURITY # or ACCOUNT #
(For billing purposes only)

Please PRINT your ad clearly, EXACTLY how you wish it to appear:
(Circle words you wish to appear in bold type)

F00DT0WN PLUS PLAZA.... 352-1989

NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY—JUST WALK IN
OPEN Mon.-Fri. 9-8; Sat. 8-6; Sun. 10-3
i

mwi&uw - -1 r

PERM PLUS

PttCrttOnCUt «i" finr*rnncii*aprj. ■

Regularly $S7 00

lo"9*i ha* titgritiy motr
l-'^l !••■ If n.| .i-v- I

'

—B

■—ir

KID'S CUT

WtUvtKiMt
Huff On
Regularly $9 00

j |

—■uiiimiua—
ADULT
HAIRCUT
FluH Dry

Regularly $9.00

2795 n 695 i| 795
2300i
CUT g99
95
24
1095
ii

Ii.

Classification in which you wish your ad to appear:
Campus & City Events*
Lost and Found
Rides
Services Offered
Personals

mdudrt
Shampoo MUrrul Stylf D'»
With tNl Coupon only

Regularly $14.00

II
SENI0RS
|!
II
II
II
II PERM
!
II
II mciu<w>flCut» rkiHFinnh Ij|
II «on tnruThurt t am) pm j
—• k
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PERM ONLY
pr*xnonCut f itrj
with im coupon only
longer Hafffirra
leoularly S5200_
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—
—
—
—

Wanted
Help Wanted
For Sale
For Rent

* Campus/City Event Ads: $1.00/ 1st day with a 35 word limit. Subsequent days regular rate.

Dates to appear

1 r

THE WORKS

University Food Operations
372-2771

'I fcaNtWt pl«y«4 Tlt«»He h;+ 1ke
ih •. -few i*****." ! CM* bin $. h«ra
Ta*i »;<!."«"* * IT *»«* off tKt

WHEN: Wednesday, March 25, 1992 ,10:30 a.m.
WHERE: Old Paint Shop Storage Duilding - off of Troupe Ave.

When you turn in this ad and sign
a lease for this address, you will
receive a discount on rent for the
whole year.

Quantum 90 and 95+
Accounts, Cash,
Faculty/Staff and
Department Charges
Accepted.

toy Jim

-toucW"

COUPON

LOCATED IN
MCDONALD m
COMPLEX
▼

I do not believe in every conservative belief, and of course, I
do not believe in any liberal beliefs, but I do have my own beliefs which result from the life I
live in these current political and
social times, not from when
wearing wigs was a common
practice for men and three-foot
top hats were the fashion craze.
David Dorland
Junior
Business

352-9951

10?DISCOUNT

♦

pity him or her for being so ignorant.
And last, probably the reason
President Bush wants Congress
to go home is because our legislative body is full of bickering,
money-hungry, dishonest, politically incapable children. That's
right, children!
Little whiny, snot-nosed, bratty
babies who are so incensed with
recapturing the White House that
they cannot realize what their Job
is.

HOWARDS club H

Clip & Save

fHJBft90
5Z-5W0

the criminals responsible for
rape, murder and other unspeakable crimes against the innocent
citizens should be seriously punished for their crimes; realized
drugs are the dismantling factor
in our society; understands working for money is more productive
than socialism, and does not want
our tax dollars going toward
films portraying child pornography or naked homosexuals dancing with whips and chains to
tunes by Boy George and the
Village People. (Never seen
them, only heard about them
from liberals.)
Second, everybody knows
damn well if President Bush
were in the White House in 1939
when Hitler invaded Poland that
ruthless Nazi Germany would
have been disintegrated before
35 million people died.
Third, if someone called me a
liberal, I would not be angry, but
I would instead laugh hysterically in his or her face, then I would

Total number of days to appear

Mail to: (On or Off-Campus Mail)
The BG News
214 West Hall BCSU
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
(Checks payable to The BG News)
Phone: 372-2601
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Class to teach computer-building
Scaled-down version of UAW course explains basics of using systems
by Klmberly Larson
The BC News
If you can operate a screwdriver, chances
are you can build your own computer.
The University is offering a six-week
course this spring which will teach the basics of building, using, maintaining and repairing a computer system. The course will
be taught by its creator, Craig Bedra, an
electronics technician.
Bedra said he was approached by the administration several years ago to see if he
knew anyone who would be interested in
teaching such a course. Bedra said he was
immediately interested, and the administration let him design the course.
Bedra said he created the course so students could learn the basics about the computer.
"You do not have to be an engineer to build
your own computer," Bedra said.
The course is a spin-off of a class created
by the University's Office of Continuing Ed-

ucation for United Auto Workers at Ford
Motor Company in Maumee, Ohio and Monroe, Mich.
The program enabled some UAW Ford
employees to become familiar with computers they use on the job and provided other
employees with a basic knowledge of computer systems.
The course proved to be a success, so the
administration decided to make it available
on campus.
"I received inquiries from people whose
husbands or wives had taken the course,"
Bedra said. "They were interested in taking
the course or were interested in having their
children take the course."
Bedra said the course offered at the University is much shorter than the UAW
course and is more practical for learning
new systems.
The $700 course fee includes a complete
286-computer system with a monochrome
monitor. Any other features a student may
wish to add will cost extra, but Bedra said
there are no further restrictions.

During the first week the class will learn
background information, such as random
access memory (RAM), monitors and how to
determine what system is appropriate for
each individual's needs, Bedra said.
"After the background [information], we'll
actually assemble the system," he said. "The
whole building process takes only one
class."
Once the computers are assembled, students will learn DOS commands, public domain software and diagnostics and troubleshooting.
Students will learn to diagnose computer
system problems such as viruses and to perform the steps necessary to correct the
problems.
"Students will learn when to repair the
computer or when it would be cheaper to replace," Bedra said.
The class will be open to 12 students and
will meet at the University's Computer
Training Center at 123 S. Main St.

Budget

Sununu —

Continued from page page one.

Continued from page one.

devastating."
According to Mason, the state
budget deficit continues to grow
because of human service expenditures. Costs of prisons,
Medicaid and Medicare have all
been increasing at a rate of 25 to
30 percent, Mason said.
"Rather than control those expenditures, they are looking at
higher education to cut," he said
"That's a clear message of priorities, as far as I'm concerned."
Voinovich is expected to make
an official announcement concerning the distribution of the
next round of cuts sometime between April 1 and April IS,
Mason said.

"Gov. Clinton's record in Arheavily on economic recovery,
but if the economy improves be- kansas has not been nearly as
fore the general election Bush constructive [as Bush's]," Suncould have a strong advantage unu said.
Sununu may seem a rather unover Democratic candidate Bill
likely person to criticize other
Clinton.
politicians concerning his exces"When the economy turns sive media coverage and his
around, the Democrats will be abuse of travel expenses while he
grasping for issues," Sununu was chief of staff. But he showed
said.
no remorse.
"I loved every minute of it. I
Despite strong showing in pri- have no regrets and would not
maries across the nation, Sununu change a moment of my time
said forerunner Clinton does not there," Sununu said.
pose a real threat to Bush. InexCurrently Sununu has taken
perience and lack of direction presidential candidate Patrick
are strikes against Clinton, ac- Buchanan's place on CNN's
Crossfire.
cording to Sununu.

Africa
Continued from page page one.

and ANC are far apart on many
key issues in the negotiations,
and there are sharp differences
among black groups.
In addition, the ANC and its
bitter rival, the Inkatha Freedom
Party, are engaged in a bloody
struggle for power in black
townships that black-white talks
will not resolve. At least 14
blacks died overnight in political
clashes.

Photo/Public Relation!

Putting together computer components, Craig Bedra connects wires
to the electronic circuitry. The University will be offering a six-week
course ID the spring to teach the basics of building, using, maintaining
and repairing a computer system.

USE A CONDOM

DEADLINE FOR MASCOT APPLICATIONS IS FRIDAY!
Applications are available at 405 Student Services

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS

KA

on the cutting edge!

LARGE ASSORTMENT OF
HOUSES, DUPLEXES, & APARTMENTS
over 500 units with SUPER locations

9 and 12 Month Leases Available
STOP IN TO 319 E. WOOSTER FOR A BROCHURE OF COMPLETE
DETAILS AND SPEAK WITH OUR FRIENDLY STAFF.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 319 E. WOOSTER

354-2260
(ACROSS FROM TACO BELL)
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Want a special and meaningful way to wish your
friend(s) a HAPPY BIRTHDAY??????

Birthday Display Advertisements
BIRTHDAY DISPLAY AD!
BIRTHDAY DIPLAY AD!
BIRTHDAY DISPLAY AD!

•
•
•
•

1x3 ad to be displayed in the classified
We offer a variety of graphics to choose from for your ad
Birthay display ads must be placed 2 days prior to run
On and off campus students can be billed to your bursar
Your cost ONLY $10 per ad!!
Send your friend(s) a birthday wish in style!
Place an order NOWIIIIIII

Pteaie call 2-2605 or stop by The BC News office at 219 West Hall

Spring
clearance.
Everyone
must go.
$224

one way based
on round-trip
purchase to London.

/\lteniion shoppers. During our incredible spring sale, you can see the best of Britain for ihc best
of prices-just $224* one way, based on round-trip purchase to London. Simply purchase your ticket
by March 31, for travel Monday thru Thursday commencing April 1 thru June 14, 1992 and
September 1 thru September 30, 1992. And, if you're looking ahead to summer, you'll find plenty
of bargain summer fares available also. Of course, you'll receive the complimentary headsets, free
drinks, classic cuisine and exceptional service mat British Airways is famous for. So call your travel
agent at British Airways at 1-800-AIRWAYS today. But don't delay After all, if you're
shopping /or bargains this spring, wouldn't you rather do it in London ?
•Fare docs not include $18.00 agricultural, customs and immigration fees, and international departure lax.

BRITISH AIRWAYS
Tile worlds favourite airline* ^r
TKRMS * CONDITIONS: Fare Basis VOXABES Fire require* round-trip purchase applicable Tor travel corriocnang 4/1 «2 through 6/14/92
and 9/1/92 through 9/30/92 only. Tnvel 6/13A2 through 8/31«2 ilightly higher Travel mud be completed by 10/30/92 Minimum lUy: 7 dayi.
maiimumitay: 30 days or return by 10/30,92. whichever occurs first Travel permuted Monday through Thursday, navel permuted other diyi of ihc
week at additional charge. Tnvel permitted between Deuoil and London on British Airways services only. Stopovc? not permitted. Reservation
and ticket issue must be completed it least 14 dayi pnor to departure or before 3/31f92. whichever occurs fust. Outbound rescrvauoni may not be
changed, return reservation may be changed (or a fee of $100. Fare u non-refundable once tickets are issued Fare may be combined with preseason
■ale on B A land packages. Unless specifically permitted in written promotional material issued by Bniish Airways, ttus promotion may be
combined with any other fare or special promotional offer, past, present or future Frequent Flyer mileage awards may not be redeemed in
conjunction with this program Children, Privileged Traveler and other discounts not permitted. This fare may not be available on all flights and may
not be available when you call Fares arc subject to change without nouce and are subject to Government approvals.
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BGSU considers Residence hall recycling expands
succession plan
by Jell Brown
Th.e BG News

It WmMrty Larson
The BG News
Nothing Is forever, and the University administration is beginning to realize a specific plan needs to be adopted to deal with
employees facing sudden illness, retirement or anew Job offer.
Planning ahead may prevent the University from wasting too
much time wondering which employee is qualified to replace a
former employee.
For this reason, succession planning may become a reality at
the University.
Succession planning, a common practice in Industries, essentially means identifying potential candidates for a position before it is actually available.
"It's identifying people who have the talents to take on other
jobs, and beginning to groom them right away for the Job," said
Joshua Kaplan, chairman of Administrative Staff Council.
Administrative Staff Professional Development Committee
Chairwoman Pat Green said succession planning can make employees feel better about themselves and the University and
may make it easier for the University to retain talented employees.
"There Is no guarantee the person trained will get the job,"
Green said. "The people still have to compete m a pool, but they
will be equally - If not better qualified - than others within the
poof
Kaplan said the plan will initially cost the University,
however. It may actually reduce costs In the future.
'It involves training enthusiastic people who have the talent
and initiative for other Jobs," Kaplan said. "It could potentially
save money because the University would not have to bring In
outside people. Basically, it's utilizing human resources."
When a position becomes free for whatever reason, the University often must spend money conducting a job search for
persons who are qualified to fill the position. The University
doss not always have a qualified person prepared to take over
the position, Kaplan said.
With Succession Planning, however, individuals will have
already been Identified and trained for a particular position, so
the University may not have to spend large amounts of money
conducting a job search.
Succession Planning will not be part of the University budget;
it is unclear where the money to train the individuals will come
from. Green said.
Green said the concept of succession planning was discussed
informally last year in Administrative Staff Council.
"Beginning this fall, the committee made succession planning
its first priority and developed a tentative timeline," Green said.

The rise In envlronmentallsm can be seen
at the University through the activities of a
dedicated group of Individuals working for
comprehensive recycling In the University's
residence halls.
The Residence Hall Recycling Committee
promotes recycling In the residence halls
and has organized several collection programs in the last year.
The committee was formed in November
1990 by Mark Shannon, then-Rodgers Hall
director. It initially served as a support
system for students who wanted recycling in
their residence halls.
Since that time, the committee has grown
and is now co-staffed by University Recycling Coordinator Cralg Wittig and Offenhauer West Hall Director Tammy Granger.
The group has representatives from most
residence halls and has at least partial recycling programs set up in all these halls.
"Recycling is not yet at an institutional
level on campus," Wittig said. "For that
reason, we have not received total participation and cooperation."
He hopes, however, to collect cans, glass,
plastic and paper from each residence hall
by 1993. Undergraduate Student Government has proposed raising the student fee by

SO cents a year to install a University-wide King explained.
effort.
Participation in the recycling programs
According to Granger, the Residence Hall has been positive but inconsistent. The
Recycling Committee actively promotes and committee faces an uphill struggle In organeducates students about recycling in the res- izing a permanent recycling program for
idence halls. The group has formed three several reasons.
subcommittees, each of which will focus on
"The biggest problem is that the physical
communicating one aspect of recycling to environment is different in each hall,"
residents.
Granger said.
The subcommittees hope to educate stuThe residence halls were not designed to
dents about waste management and to moti- allow space for recycling containers on each
vate residents to take action against the floor. It is always a problem to find a locawaste problem.
tion that is both acceptable to the hall staff
Committee members are optimistic about and convenient for residents.
successfully educating residents about the
In order to have a successful program, the
importance of recycling. The committee it- committee also needs enhanced cooperation
self has grown to include about 30 hall rep- from the administration and from custodial
resentatives and more than 100 other resi- staffs. And of course, students from each
dents involved in some aspect of the pro- hall must accept the responsibility for maintaining a program once it is started.
gram.
Several campus residence halls already
have exemplary recycling programs.
Both Wittig and Granger are optimistic
One of these programs is on the 10th floor about achieving their goal of recycling maof Offenhauer West, where resident adviser terial in every residence hall by 1993. They
Flo King has organized a comprehensive col- believe educating the residence hall
lection program. King's floor has collection communities about recycling will be the
containers for cans, glass, plastic and news- key to achieving that goal.
paper.
"[The program] must be institutionalized
"We need to implement the four R's - re- at a higher level to be successful," Granger
duce, reuse, repair and recycle. The commit- said.
tee can at least help residents recycle; the
She added she believes the program can
rest must be done on an individual level," work.

Study says greek village impractical
by Chris Hawley
The BG News

A plan for a greek village housing project at the site of the
former Heinz plant on N. Enterprise Street is not practical, a
new feasibility study indicates.
"I don't think that that plan
makes sense at that location,"
Frank Bosworth, supervisor of
the study, said at a meeting of the
Bowling Green City Council's
Zoning and Economic Development committee Wednesday
night. Bosworth presented the
results of a three-month research

project conducted by undergraduate architecture students.
Factors including high development costs, a projected decrease in University enrollment,
an increase in vehicle traffic and
the possibility of hazardous materials underneath the former
plant's foundation mean a complex of 10 to 14 greek houses in
the area is not viable, Bosworth
said.
Community attitudes are not
encouraging either, he said. A
survey conducted by the student
researchers indicates most residents in the area are not happy

with the greek village proposal,
he said. While greek students
supported the plan, non-greek
students indicated they did not
care about the project.
'To them, it was a non-issue,"
Bosworth said.
If development was funded
privately, housing costs at the
new houses would be twice as
high as at other University greek
housing, he said. Higher costs
would be mainly due to extensive
demolition needed to remove the
concrete foundation of the old
factory, Bosworth said.
Only a long-term financing

plan by the University would
make development economically
feasible; but chances of the University undertaking such a highbudget project are "slimmer
than slim," he said.
However, Bob Mauer, owner of
the property, noted projected
costs used in the study may have
been off because researchers examined a larger area than would
be occupied by the greek village.
Because the site was once used
in the making of glass, Bosworth
also recommended testing for
hazardous traces of lead underneath the plant's foundation.

WANT TO BE A CHEERLEADER? READ TODAY'S PERSONALS FOR TRYOUT INFO!

Sometimes to do your best work,
all you need is a change of scenery
The new Apple* Macintosh* PowerBook1" computers
give you the freedom to work anywhere you want, any
time you want.
They're small enough to fit in a book bag. Powerful
enough for your toughest class assignments. And they're
affordable, too.
They run virtually all Macintosh software. And can
run for up to three hours on a single battery charge.
They can be expanded to up to 8MB of memory and
come standard with plenty of hard disk storage.
The Apple SuperDrive" disk drive reads from and
writes to Macintosh and MS-DOS formatted disks-

allowing you to exchange information easily with
almost any other kind of computer. Add SoftPC and
you can run MS-DOS programs, too.
With built-in AppleTalk" Remote Access software
and a modem, you can use a PowerBook to retrieve
files from your project partner's Macintosh without
leaving the library. Or log on to the library computer
without leaving your room.
There are three models from which to choose:
the PowerBook 100 is the lightest, most affordable
PowerBook, the PowerBook 140 offers higher

performance and a built-in Apple SuperDrive disk drive,
and the PowerBook 1~0 is the highest-performance
PowerBook. All three offer bright, adjustable backlit
screens and the simplicity of Apple's latest system
software innovation—System 7. And their ergonomic,
all-in-one design makes them comfortable to useno matter where you do your best work.
See the PowerBook computers at our place today,
and while you're in, be sure to ask us for details about
the Apple Computer Loan.
There's no telling where a PowerBook could
take you.

It's the next thing.
Stop by our Apple Show TODAY
10:00 am - 3:00 pm Lobby, Education Building
or stop by 142 Shatzel Hall for more information
on educational discounts on Macintosh computers
01991 AaptrUMpuwrlM Apt* thr Apatr k*> Applrf**andXatMo*ir <vp«*d trvkmm*rtro***r**4iuettOn*KiTWkmM±JWCoiner h* «rXK>irqnmiltftfrmM<'M.n>.*tl)pnt>» V*K »I rqauerrt trademark W !*»•»« fc**M» In Th»«d>*.if*«uur«Hainiu*<aM)ii«n

Aulhoriztt)
Education Sales Consultant
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Brooks leaves sinking ship Kansas favored for title
and travels up 1-71 to plav
Setter, Randy

CLEVELAND (AP) - James
Brooks, Cincinnati's all-time
rushing leader, joined the Cleveland Browns on Tuesday and said
he still has a lot of football left in
his 33-year-old body.
'To be honest with you, I look
at my body and the things I do
and I amaze myself," Brooks
said. "Right now I have a lot of
football in me."
Brooks, who had been left unprotected by the Bengals,
wouldn't specify the amount he
will be paid or the duration of his
contract but indicated it would be
loaded with incentives.
"I think I'm happy with what
I'm going to be making," Brooks
said in a conference call from
Cincinnati before heading to
Cleveland to sign his contract
and have a physical at the Cleveland Clinic.
"It's all up to me," Brooks said.
"That's all I want. It puts pressure on me. It makes me want to
play harder."
Brooks would have been paid
$1.1 million if he had played for
the Bengals this year. However,
Bengals' general manager Mike
Brown balked at paying that
much to Brooks, who was de-

moted to a backup role last
season.
Brooks, who has a career rushing average of 4.7 yards per
carry, had three 1,000-yard
seasons with the Bengals. Cincinnati obtained him in a trade
from San Diego in 1984.
He said he's looking forward to
playing with the Browns under
second-year coach Bill Belichick
and playing on the natural turf at
Cleveland Stadium. Riverfront
Stadium in Cincinnati has artificial turf.
Artificial turf "is tough on you,
it wore my legs down," Brooks
said. "Now I get a chance to do it
(play on grass) the last part of
my career and it's going to be
great."
Brooks, who also had tryouts
with Philadelphia and Minnesota,
said Belichick made it clear he
wanted Brooks to play for Cleveland.
"He's straight to the point,"
Brooks said. "All he wants you to
do is give everything you have."
Belichick, who was en route to
Florida, said in a statement issued by the team that he had
been attracted by Brooks' reputation for hard work.

"James has earned the respect
of players and coaches in this
league by the way he played
through the years," he said.
"I have a great deal of respect
for James' preparation, work
ethic and competitiveness on the
field. I'm looking forward to
coaching him."
As for Cincinnati, Brooks said
there were no hard feelings
about leaving the Bengals but responded, "In a sense, I do," when
asked if he felt he was leaving "a
sinking ship."
Brooks said Cincinnati coach
Sam Wyche, who has been replaced by Dave Shula, had a
great mind for offense but had
become diverted by frequent
feuds with the media
Brooks has 1,667 career rushes
for 7,864 yards and 49 touchdowns. He also is a pass-catching
threat, with 374 career receptions for 3,632 yards and 30
touchdowns.
Last year, with Harold Green
promoted to Cincinnati's starting
tailback. Brooks rushed 152
times for 571 yards and two
touchdowns and caught 40 passes
for 348 yards and two touchdowns.

. After a brisk morning jog, enjoy a copy of The BG News
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GOOD LOCATIONS
CLOSE TO CAMPUS:

|
Hurry! Only a few left for Fall '92
at the following locations:
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522 E. Merry - 1 left!
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Field Manor ■ 2 left!
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Coll for more information
ot 352-0717
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Can anyone beat Duke?
Where does IU figure into the
picture? Can Shaquille O'Neil
or Alonzo Mourning lead their
teams to the promised land of
basketball heaven?
If I had my way, Howard,
Campbell, Robert Morris, and
Mississippi Valley State would
meet in Minneapolis creating a
statistical nightmare for Las
Vegas. I'm not an odds maker,
but I'll put the odds of these
four first round fodder teams
at one quadrillion to one.
Anyway, down to business.
Here are my predictions starting with the first round.
I don't see too much happening in first round action as
most of the favored teams win.
No, Princeton won't beat Syracuse as many people have predicted, but New Mexico State
will beat Depaul. And are you
ready for the big shocker?
(This should have Dick Vitale
going berserk when it happens.
Temple will school the Fab
Five freshman of Michigan,

It all comes down to Kansas
and Indiana with the Hoosiers
upsetting Duke. It's hard not to
give IU the victory due to their
momentum, but I'm going to
have to settle on Kansas as the
National Champion.
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'NOW RENTING'

I

Choose from choice apartments within walking
distance to campus Summer 1992 and 1992-93
school year.

11

I or 2 bedroom, furnished or unfurnished,
gas heat & water included, air conditioning

C

G

DAYTON CONTEMPORARY DANCE COMPANY
Saturday, April 4,1992, at 8 p.m.
Kobacker Hall • Moore Center
Bowling Green State University
Tickets: $20, $14 & $8.
($2 discount for students)
IW For tickets, call 372-8171

■

22

224 E. Wooster
Summer Rates Available!
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by Randy Setter
sports writer
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Ridge Manor - GOING FAST!

reality

CHARLESTOWN ARTS.
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22

Frozee - 5 left!
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That leaves Alonzo Mourning
and his Georgetown gang to
battle the Hoosiers. Too bad,
Alonzo. Better luck in the NBA
as the Hoosiers send the Hoyas
reeling.
Syracuse's suprising run
ends in the Elite Eight as Duke
squashes them like a bug. Arizona stuns OSU in the Southeast Regional final and Kansas
drops USC on their way to the
Final Four.
For a good recipe, throw the
Kansas Jayhawks, the Arizona
Wildcats, the Duke Blue
Devils, and the Indiana Hoosiers in the Final Four, mix
thoroughly, turn the knob to
puree, and sit back and watch
the results, First, Kansas and
Arizona meet with Kansas
earning a repeat performance
in its second consecutive trip
to the final game.
Duke and Indiana. Mike
Krzyewski and Bobby Knight.
Christian Laetner and Eric Anderson. Bobby Hurley and
Damon Bailey. I compared the
two teams right down to their
nicknames and made my decision. A Hoosier beats a Blue
Devil because: I've never
heard nor seen a fiendish spirit
with a blue tint that a good AllAmerican Indiana boy can't
woop.

pooooooooooooooooooooaaodi» DON! DRINK AND DRIVE •
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Slapshot

putting on a tutoring session of
defensive play enroute to victory.
Second round will see a few
suprise victors with Alabama
beating North Carolina and St.
John's taking it to Oklahoma
State. The St. John's tip is from
a reliable insider who knows
all. Trust me on this. Syracuse
is my suprise pick to beat
number three seed Massachusetts. I also foresee the
Hoyas upsetting Florida State.
In the Southeast Regional
bracket, St. John's luck runs
out against Arizona, who has
patiently worked its way from
the number three seed by
thrashing the upstart Owls of
Temple. Ohio fans have something to cheer about as OSU
meets Bama and beats them
with ease.
The Midwest Regional sees
Kansas vs. Michigan State:
Originally I had MSU, but I
splashed cold water on my face
and reality sunk in. All the
Jayhawk fans who make the
trek to Kansas City (Missouri
that is) will get to see Kansas
drill the Spartans. Arkansas's
May-Day run ends after being
dunked by USC on their way to
the Elite Eight.
Duke still reigns supreme in
the Eastern bracket, downing
Seton Hall. But Syracuse will
vastly suprise the Wildcats of
Kentucky in a close-shave victory.
The Western bracket sees
UCLA and Oklahoma matching
up, but I still have to take the
number one seeded Bruins.

%

Resident Manager,
641 Third St., Apt. 4, B.G.
352-4380

-

\
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Presented by Multicultural Activities and Programs al
Bowling Green Stale University with grants from the Ohio Arts Council

$$$ MONEY FOR COLLEGE $$$
FINANCIAL AID RESEARCH SERVICE
Our 16 yr. old service will match your qualifications and locate 6-25 sourcesof financial aid and guarantee minimum
$200 in assistance OR YOUR SERVICE FEE WILL BE REFUNDED! Call (513) 870-9866 10am-10pm Sun. thru Sat.

Resumes that
really work

Due to Spring Break The BG News will have an early DEADLINE
Classified & Display Advertising for Tuesday, March 31 st
are due by 4pm tomorrow at 214 West Hall.
There will be no paper on Monday, March 30th.

The right introduction can make all the difference when
you're competing for a job. At Kinko's, we'll help you
create a resume package that introduces you in a
professional way.
I Format and design
assistance
I Typesetting

You won't see the ordinary, the run-of-the-mill, the mundane on WBGU-TV.
What you will see is television that enlightens, enriches and entertains.
Television that's worth staying home for, television too good to miss.

TOOGOODTOMISS

► Reproduction on
fine stationery

I Affordable prices

I

Today you won't want to miss:

Great Performances: "Harry Connick, Jr."-9 p.m.
Austin City Limits: "Garth Brooks"-10; 15 p.m.
The Nat King Cole Show 1 1:30 p.m.

WBGU
TV27
Making A Difference
A Service of Bowling Green Stale University

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

L

FREE Copies &
Matching Envelopes
Purchase professional resume" package including one page typeset
and saved on disk for $22.95 and receive 25 copies on fine
stationery and25envelopes(#10),a$10value,absolutely FREE.
One coupon per customer at the Kinko's listed. Not valid with
other offers. Good through June 15,1992.

Open 24 hours
354-3977

kinko's

iSSKT"

the copy center

•..—.

i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
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Bucs trade
John Smiley
SARASOTA, Fla. (AP) ~ John
Smiley, one of four 20-game winners in the the Minnesota Twins
for two minor leaguers.
Smiley, who agreed to a $3.44
million contract after filing for
arbitration, is eligible for free
agency after this season. Pittsburgh received pitching prospect
Denny Neagle and minor-league
outfielder Midre Cummings in
return.
"I'm surprised and shocked by
it," said Smiley, a 27-year-old
left-hander. "I had no idea this
was coming. I had no desire to
leave Pittsburgh. This is the only
organization I've ever known.
I'm very disappointed. I'm going
to miss these guys."
Smiley, who tied Atlanta
Braves' Tom Glavine, Minnesota's Scott Erickson and Detroit
Tigers' Bill Gullickson for the
major-league lead in victories,
had a 3.08 ERA last season and
was third in voting for the N'l. Cy
Young Award.
"I would have been willing to
stay here for a fair price,"
Smiley said. "I'm not a big money
person.
"If they would have made me a
reasonable long-term offer, I
would have gladly stayed. They
didn't even make me an offer,
though.
"Maybe they can get by with a
$2 million payroll. Maybe that's
what they want. I thikk thgy're
breaking up h good thing here
with this club."
Pittsburgh has two other top
players - Barry Bonds and Doug
Drabek - who will be eligible for
free agency after the season.
"We just didn't give Smiley
away," Pirates general manager
Ted Simmons said. "People in
baseball know who these people
are. People who follow the minor
leagues fully understand what
we got. These are the two guys I
wanted, the two guys I had to
have to part with Smiley."
"To get the two players we're
getting, I vould have given up
Smiley regardless of his status,"
he said.
Minnesota was looking for a
replacement for Jack Morris,
who became a free agent and
signed with the Toronto Blue
Jays.
"A 27-year-old left-hander who
won 20 games doesn't come along
very often," Twins general manager Andy MacPhail said. "We
felt we couldn't turn down the
opportunity to help us repeat as
world champions. This gives us
the luxury of two 20-game winners on the same staff."
Neagle, a 23-year-old lefthander, was 9-4 with a 3.27 at
Class AAA Portland last season
and 0-1 with a 4.0S ERA in seven
starts with Minnesota The Pirates may use him as a relieve,
and move Vincente Palacios into
the rotation.
"I have mixed emotions," Neagle said. "I'm happy I'll get a
good opportunity with the Pirates, but on the other hand I'll
have to make a lot of new friends
and get used to a new organization."
Cummings, a 20-yearold outfielder who hit .322 for Class A
Kenosha last season and won the
Midwest League batting title,
will report to the Pirates' majorleague camp.

AMERICAN
CANCER
? SOCIETY*

rWetel
Ohio!
•Studem/Te*dicr/Bud3<t Airfare*
•Eurail Passes issued,on-thc-spotl
•Work/Study Abroad Programs
•krtl Student & Teacher IDs
•Youth Hostel Passes & MUCH MOM!

Council Travel
0* 36 Ci ka'Ji-l

8E 13thAve Columbus, OH 43201
1-614-994-8696
Oil lor» FMt Student Travel Cauiej!
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NFL ready for expansion Reds looking for
PHOENIX (AP) - The NFL
slowed down its expansion process Tuesday, stating in the
strongest language it has used
that the uncertain labor situation
may delay the scheduled expansion to 30 teams in 1994.
The possible delay was announced as the league cut its original list of eleven applicants
for two expansion franchises
from 11 cities to seven, eliminating San Antonio, Honolulu, Nashville and Raleigh-Durham from
the list of contenders.
More significant was the decision to slow down the process,
under which two new teams were
scheduled to be chosen next October for play to begin in 1994.
The decision was made by commissioner Paul Tagliabue and the
expansion committee, which
specificially cited the scheduled
June IS trial of an antitrust suit
filed by a group of players seeking free agency.
"It is the present judgment of
the commissioner and the committee that current labor management, in particular the June
IS McNeil trial, create substantial uncertainties regarding the
expansion timetable," the league
said in a statement.
"Unless these issues are soon
settled or favorably resolved,
this could be a significant impediment to making final decisions this fall to expand for
1994."

The seven cities now left are
three that formerly had NFL
francises - Baltimore, Oakland
and St. Louis - plus Memphis,
Charlotte, Jacksonville and Sacramento. Tagliabue said the list
will probably be reduced by two
more at the league's May meeting in Los Angeles with Baltimore, St. Louis, Memphis and
Charlotte appearing to be the
front-runners to remain.
"If we don't start until 1995,
that will give us more time to
complete our stadium," said
Herb Belgard of the Baltimore
Stadium Authority.
Jerry Clinton, a spokesman for
the St. Louis group seeking a
franchise said: "We're confident
in our application whenever play
starts. It's rock solid."
But even 1995 may be a problem unless the labor situation is
resolved.
The NFL and its players have
been without a collective bargaining agreement since the end
of 24-day strike in October 1987
and the NFL Players Association
has decertified, preferring to
make its case for free agency in
the court.
Tagliabue has made a settlement his first priority since becoming commissioner in October
1989, but so far little or no progress has been made, either with
the union or with James Quinn,
who as lead attorney for the
players is now their chief negotiator.

"I'm optimistic but I'm still
concerned," Tagliabue, said. "It's
going to be a lot of hard work.
Hard work concerns me."
Quinn said Monday that he had
not talked to Tagliabue since before the Super Bowl and that
little progress had been made.
Tagliabue said that no new proposal had been drawn up by the
owners but is being worked on by
the Management Council.
The NFL is believed to be
ready to institute some form of
free agency to go with "Plan B,"
the four-year-old plan that frees
the lesser players on the teams.
The impediment may be the
owners' desire to link that to a
salary cap and a rookie wage
scale, something Quinn has said
will never be acceptable as a
settlement.
Tagliabue also said expansion
could be linked to the extension
of the league's television agreement for two more years. It
would give each team $34 million
for 1994 and 1995.
"That could affect the franchise fees," he said. "Do we go
with l-30th or l-28th and how do
we divide that money?"
The resolution from the expansion committee specifies that expansion selection should continue through the May 20-21 meeting, which will come three weeks
before the start of the trial. Then,
it notes the situation will be addressed again.

Tribe relies on side-arm Olin
PHOENIX, Ariz. (AP) - Steve
Olin, who owns the lowest ERA of
any pitcher in the Cleveland Indians' camp, admits his delivery
might be compared to a girl's.
"When I try to throw overhand
I look like a girl," said the Indians' side-arming right-hander.
Olin has a career ERA of 3.46 and
2.57 ERA as a starter.
"I have no clue. It just doesn't
work. If I tried to play catch
throwing overhand I'd blow my
arm out in 10minutes."
Olm's sidearm delivery developed in high school.
"It just felt like a more natural
way to throw," he said. "And I
think it's made the difference on
why I'm here. I don't think I'd be
in the big leagues if I threw
overhand."
Olin enjoys the high-pressure
situation of heading to the mound
with the game on the line.
"I've got the greatest job in
baseball," said Olin. "I get a
chance to maybe pitch every
night, and when the game is the
most exciting. And I like to throw
under pressure."

He will attempt to fill the void
left by reliever Doug Jones, who
was released by the Indians.
Olin had 17 saves last season,
16 fewer than Jones' singleseason club record. Olin's 19 career saves are 109 behind Jones'
team record.
Olin would like to duplicate
everything Jones did as an Indians reliever, with the exception
of Jones' poor 1991 season.
"That was tough to watch,"
Olin said. "Here's the best stopper in baseball, and all of a sudden he can't get anyone out."
Olin said he learned a great
deal from watching Jones perform under duress.
"Even when Jonesie was going
bad he was still teaching guys
how to handle it," said Olin.
Olin last year, became the first
pitcher other than Jones to lead
the Indians in saves since 1986.
His record was 3-6 but his 3.36
ERA was the lowest on the staff.
Olin struggled at times, retiring only 28 of the 41 first batters
he faced as a reliever, the third
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BUY A REGULAR FOOTLONG SUB,
GET A SIX INCH SUB FOR 99 <

,

FREE DELIVERY SERVICE!

■

353-0204

■

'
Delivery Hours: Thurs, Fri, Sat 3pm to 10 pm
■
I
I
.
Minimum Delivery $3.50
.
. WOODLAND MALL SUBWAY ONLY!

ISUBWRV*

lowest percentage among American League relievers. The initial
hitters Olin faced in his appearances batted a combined .375.
While most pitchers begin
their professional careers as
starters, Olin has been a relief
pitcher almost exclusively.
The only time he started a
game in his professional career
came on Sept. IS, 1990. The Indians traded Bud Black, who was
supposed to pitch that night, to
Toronto, and Olin was used as the
emergency starter. He pitched
seven innings and allowed two,
runs in a 4-2 win over Milwaukee.
Othc- than that, Olin has done
nothirg but pitch out of the bullpen.
"Even my college coach told
me that if I was ever going to
make it to the big leagues it
would be as a reliever," Olin said.
Cleveland pitching coach Rick
Adair said the bullpen has been a
natural fit for Olin.
"He has the natural arm action
that allows him to throw a lot of
games, and he can pitch almost
every day," said Adair.

Ohio...
Working Tog'et her

RBIs from Morris
PLANT CITY. Fla (AP) Cincinnati msstager Lou Plnielia says ha would like to see
first lii—m Hal Morria
drive In at leaat at) runs this
Morria batted .318 last
season. Just behind National
League batting champ Terry
Pendleton Of the Atlanta
Braves. Morria tut .284 with
men m scoring position, but
drove in only 59 runs in 478
at-bats.
"With the speed we have on
this baUetub, he should be
able to drive in 80 to 85 runs,"
Pinidla said.
Morria Is his own worst
critic He chastises himself
for swinging at bad pitches,
and he knows he needs to improve his performance
against left-handed pitching.
The lefty swinger batted
.336 against righthanders,
but only .252 against lefties
last year. After Morris suffered a mid-season shoulder
injury that affected his
swing, Plnielus made it a point
to rest him against lefthanders.
Morris attacked his deficiencies during the winter by
taking hours of practice hitting against batting
machines. He also batted
against Reds outfielder Paul
O'Neill, a left-handed thrower
who was primarily a pitcher
to high school.
PlnleUa and baiting coach
Tony Perez have worked with

Morris on his hitting, but they
have limited their approach
to tinkering, given Morris'
success at the plate.
"Lou and I dont ever discuss my swing," Morris said.
"I've played for coaches who
tell you to put your elbow
here, or cock your wrist.
Some hitting instructors try
to mold everyone ao they
have a certain-type swing.
But not here."

***

PLANT CITY, Fla. (AP) Rookie outfielder Reggie
Sanders had three hits, including a home run, to lead
the Cincinnati Reds to a 6-4
exhibition victory over the St.
Louis Cardinals on Wednesday.
Sanders, trying to win the
team's starting center field
job, homered in the seventh
off Mark Clark and drove in a
run in the fourth with a
single. His 3-for-4 day raised
his average to .413 (12 for 29).
Tht Reds took the lead with
two runs off starter Omar
Olivares (1-1) In the fifth on
run-scoring singles by Sanders and Hal Morris. Chris
Ssho hit a solo homer In the
sixth, his second of the
spring.
The Cardinals scored a ran
In the second, third and
fourth tunings off Reds start
ar Chris Hammond on a RBI
by Rax Hudler. Felix
aadTonPagacsxi.

UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO
The ryjftjej
Amateur Night

Comedy Competition
is back

IPrepare your funniest
April 7th 8PM
Istuff over break and
Student
Services Foruml
Isign up in the (Ug® office
*Cash prizes*
■starting Monday Mar. 30.
UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO

Bowl 'N* Greenery
All You Can Eat
11:30-2:00
$3.99
4:00 - 7:00
$4.75
• Soup 'n' Salad • Baked Potato w/sour cream
• Hot Entrees
• Choice of Beverage
Located in the University Union
Quantum 90 cord accepted all day for off campus students
Quantum 90 card accepted 4-7 only for on campus students

I-sun:{:»:»-A IDS

* Sweatshirts
* T-Shirts
*Hats
* Jerseys
i aa —Team MVP- —

20 % OFF ALL
Spring Apparel
(with coupon)
Expires March 31,1992

College and Pro
Sporting Apparel

r
Located in the
Woodland Mall i
(Next to Subway)

352-1835

*
*
*
*

Sweatpants
Shorts
Posters
Clocks

an —Team MVP - — -

15% OFF ALL I
Hats in Stock
(with coupon)
Expires March 31, 1992
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CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS
'' BGSU ADVERTISING CLUB "
Ta k« ■ chance at winning ■
6 toot tub from SUBWAY II
Purehm a ticket tor |uat
ONE DOLLAR
In In* Union Foyer
March 17, 18, 19, »am - 5pm
Win other priies from
Finders Records and CampuaTanning
Drawing to ba hald Thursday, March 19
In lha U Ion Foyer « 5pm
" BGSU ADVERTISING CLUB "
BGSU'a Spnng Auction
Wed Mai en 25 al 10 30am
Vehicles, lawnmowers, Harm from University
Police lost A kxind, assorted lewalry, elect/on*:
& stereo equipment A office equipment. Al
kinds ol furniture). Any questions, call
372-2121.
IF YOU PLAN TO PARTICIPATE IN MAY 9.
1992 COMMENCEMENT CEREMONIES.
YOUR CAP AND GOWN ORDER MUST BE
PLACED BY APRIL 1, 1992. PLEASE PLACE
YOUR ORDER AT THE GIFT COUNTER IN
THE UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE OR BY
PHONE 372-2851. IF YOUR ORDER IS
PHONED IN. YOU WILL NEED TO KNOW
YOUR CAP SI7E OR HEAD MEASURE
ME NT.

LAQA LAGA LAGA LAGA LAGA LAGA
LAG A LAGA
I'm Lesbian And Gay Alliance will hold a
meeting this Thurday at 8 30 pm in the United
Christian Fellowship Canter (corner of Thurslln
and Ricge) The meetings are tree and open to
all gay. lesbian, bisexual, and gay supportive
members of the community Discretion is used.
For more Information call 352 LAGA 7-10pm
Moo .Wed..andFn.
LAST DAY
tosesta
H'oattl Of SpringCraft Show!
Portion of
Proceeds go
to the Campus E scon
Service 10am to 4pm In
tie Grand Ballroom
Circle K International
Reach Out RurVWalk for the Homeless
Ap-I 4. 1992 call 352-8674
Tstudenta tor Taongaa
If you are interested in volunteering for Senator
Paul Tsonga's Presidential Campaign, you are
invited to attend an organizational meeting on
Thursday. March 19 at 10 p.m. in 436 Darrow
Hall
Watch Out: They're Coming ...
Li' Sibs and Kids Weekend
April 10-12.1992

SERVICES OFFERED
Math tutoring Flexible hour*.
EKpenenoe. CeH. 352-3063
Pregnant?
We can help. FREE PREGNANCY TESTS.
Into and support - BG Pregnancy Center

Call 354-HOPE
STUDY ABROAD IN AUSTRALIA
IrrformaeOn on semester, year, graduate,
summer and internship programs in Perth.
Townsville. Sydney, and Melbourne Programs
start at $3520 Call 1 8OO-87S-30B6.

PERSONALS
"SAE*
Sigma Alpha EpsiIon
Scholar ol the Week
ERIC BARRETT
Phi Alphai

Omega Phi Alpha
AMY JO BRIMMER
Happy Birthday
and
Officer Appreciation Weeki

• • • 25TM ANNIVERSARY * *
OFF-CAMPUS STUDENT CENTER
If you are or have been a pan of the life of Vte
Center, we invite you to help plan next fall's
celebration. Join us Monday. 4-6 92. at 8pm. in
the Center to contribute your ideas. Call
372 2573 for more InformaDon
AGO ' FIJI * AGO ' FIJI
Ul' Renee AroraCongraiualtons
onyourlavaberingl
Love. Your Big
AGO SHARA MYSLEWSKI AGO
Congratulations on being chosen
Co-Captain for Pommerertes,
We are proud of you I
ALPHA GAMMA DELTA
Congratulations
Melissa Barman and Elaine Hrivnak
on your terrific performances
in Cinderella I
ALPHA GAMMA DELTA
ALPHA GAMMA DELTA
Congratulations Seniors of the Week
MARCH9
Angle Hoi thaus
Amy Johnson
Melanie Ludwig
MARCH 16
Janet Rammel
Heather Lose
ShenBeaiel

RITE AID YOUR FAVORITE DRUG STORE
FOR SPRING BREAK NEEDS
Coca-Cola 12 pk cans
$2.79
Grandma Sheares chips lib bag $1.69
Bring this ad to either Bowling Green
Rite Aid and receive 20% off any
suntan product in stock
Beer at State minimum prices
1058 N. Main
Rite Aid
816 S. Main
Prices good through April 1,1992

University
Bookstore
will be closed
March 21-28
for Annual Inventory
We will reopen Monday, March 30, 1992

VggSSBBBEEEBSBESBBBm
RENT NOW FOR FALL 1992

COLUMBIA
COURT
APTS
B.G.'s Newest Apartment Complex
Close to B.G.S.U.
Hurry only a few left.
CALL US AT 352-0717
FOR MORE INFORMATION
GREENBRIAR INC., MGR.
Summer Rates Available

wmmmyA»iM\i\mimwtt

ALPHA GAMMA DELTA
Congratulations Marci Glavic
The Pin Tau Shooi-ottChampI
Way ID Go • We are proud ol you.
Love. Your sisters
ALPHA GAMMA DELTA
WayngoBuckyl
Look out MCOWe are so proud of you I
Love. Your Alpha Gam Sisters
Beck and Brottord
Even irtoogh you two weren't always there.
Our ome together was great and
you gotta know we care.
Love.
Mac. Mhlaa Ouade. A Shasteen

Chad. George. Paul
Thanks lor the HELL weekend
We had an awesome erne.
Love. Your Three ANOELZ
CHEERLEADER INFO MEETING
INTERESTED STUOENTS MUST ATTEND
ONE:
WED. APRIL I - g PM @ 112 BA BLDG
THU.APRIL2-gPM©112BABLDG
COLLEGE STUDENT SURVEY ON SEX. Written, nationwide survey. Confidentiality assured ALL students encouraged to participate.
For questionnaire, write: Student Enterprises.
10 Mam. Dobbslerry. NY 10522.
Dear Kirk and Greg.
You guys are greatl
Thanks fix letting us SHACK last weekend!
Love. Kara and Shannon
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE: COED
3-PtTCH SOFTBALL • MARCH 31. BY 4.00
PM INtOgSRC.
INTRAMURAL ADVISORY BOARD APPLI
CATIONS FOR 1992-83 AVAILABLE IN 108
REC CENTER. APPLY BY MARCH 19. GET
INVOLVEDI
KKG ' KAPPA' KKG' KAPPA
Scherm, Robin, Dl, Dab, Linda, H.C., Tarry,
Stephanie, Cindy, Brick, Mowary, Laura,
Jill. Cindy, Kristin
Spring Break '92 la finally hereii's what we've been waiting lor the entire
yearl Hot men, the beach - we'll be llvln' It
up everyday...
Watch out Panama City 'cuz the Kappa'a
are on their wayl
March is National Nutnbon Month
Did You Know: Switching one 6oz glass of
whole milk daily to one glass of skim milk can
save you 23.360 calories by the end of the
year...over 6 1/2 pounds. For ops on healthy
eating, visit the Student Wellness Center. Free
consultations Mondays & Tuesdays 4 530pm
Need eome |okee lor office or party? Call
the lokallna! 1-900-726-HAAA. .99/ mln.
IS.yre.
GUARANTEED TO OFFEND SOMEONE
Omicron Delta Kappa
National Leadership Honor Society
Applications out NOWI
Available m 425 Student Services
Due March 18th
Return to 425 Student Services
Do you eioall in one of these areas?
Scholarship
Journalism
Campus or Community Service/Campus
Govern.
Creative & Performing Aria
AthletKs
If so. don't waitl Apply NOWI
Be a member of an
Outstanding Organization for Leaders
Omicron Delta Kappa
Personalized Graduation Announcements
now available at the University Bookstore.
Indicates name, degree and major. Deadline
lor ordering Apnl 15.1992. Order Today I
PHI TAU ■ ALHPA GAM ■ PHI TAU ■ ALPHA
GAM
MARCI, MELISSA, AMY. JULIE. MA RNI
WAY TO GO GAMMERS. WE HAD A GREAT
TIME COACHING YOU.
SPECIAL CONGRATS TO
MARCI OLAVK
FOR WINNING IT ALL
PHI TAU • ALPHA GAM • PHI TAU ■ ALPHA
QAM
Roc Center Pro Shop
-March Madness Sale"
Every thing we sell is 20% off throughout the entire month. Swimsurts, tank lops, soccer shorts.
and morel
SIGEP'SIGEP-SIGEP
SETH Thans for a greal data dash!
"Double the Dates, Double the Funl"
MARIA ■ JILL
Sig Kap • Heather Grandusky ■ Stg Kap
The sisters of SIGMA KAPPA would like 10
Thank Heather Grandusky for a successful
Rush Clinic. You ars doing a great jobl
SIGMA KAPPA'VIP'S
Sigma Kappa loves their VIP'sl You guys are
doing a great iQb.Keop up the good work'

Thursday, March 19,1992

Housemates wanted. Male, non-smoker. Own
room. Aval, now/summer/92-93. Lance.
6553084.
Immediately. Roommatels) to sublease. Own
room. $180 per month. Through Aug. 9. Can
Greg at 353-2502.

or
The Teketperson (218) 351 -7056

Need sublease* starting April or May - August.
Longer lease available. 2-4 people S420/mo. 2
bedroom. 2 bath, dishwasher. S. College St.
Call 353-9319.

FOR RENT

Nonsmoking female to share 2 bedroom
house. 1 block from campus wahor/dryer on
sight (181 50 plus utilities Call evenings
352-1897.

1 a 2, Bedroom lum.epts
g month, summer A year leases.

Subleaser for Summer '92 - May 10 to Aug. 10
ax. you pay only efecvic. Call for price
352-7804. Jody.

DandG Rentals
Duplexes' Apartments all
within 3 blocks ol campus
Call 287 3233

Cleveland, Ohio - March 26.1992
Choice Floor/Lower Level Seating
Cat (419)352-0458

Efficiency 7021/2- 704 1/2 Sixth St
(250 12 mo lease, (280 - mo lease
Includes water A sewage 352 1430

Efficiency A one bedroom apartments
availablt. Call Mecca Management at
353-5800.

352-7454.
1 bdrm. apt. air cond. gas heat included. Full
bafi. large closets, patio, private entry. Pets A
waletbeos OK. 353-7715.

Summer subleaser May to Mid-August
(350 for the entire summer a utilities
Close to campus and downtown. Own room.
Cal 372-3529 for more information

12 month leases avail May15.1992
262 1/2 Troup 2 Br 2 pars. (350 . Util
609 Frith St. 2 Br. 3 pers. (450 • Util
Steve Smith 352 8917

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT fisheries.
Earn (S.OOOWmonth Free transportationl
Room & Board1 Over 8.000 openings.
No experience necessary. Male or Female.
For employment program call:
Student E mpioyment Services
1 206-545-41 550.1 1516
ATTN: TEACHERS A STUDENTS
3500 PLUS SUMMER JOBS OPEN IN THE
SANDUSKY, PORT CUNT ON AREA
Representatives from Cedar Point, Radisson
Harbor Inn, TGI Fndaya, Sandusky Boat Una,
Ene Islands Resort, Greenhouse Restaurant,
Days bin. North Coast Parasall. Bass Shoes.
Van Heusen, Happy Days Boats, Comfort inn.
Cn Chi s. Hill's, Put-In-Bay Dairy Queen Milan
Travel Park and MORE!!! Will be taking appli
cations A hiring from 12 noon • 4pm 3/21/92 A
3/22/92 at the Lake Ene Factory Outlet
Center JOB FAIR For more info Call
419-499-2528. The Outlet Center is located on
US Rt. 250. 1/2 mle N. of Oho Turnpike exit
7. |ust south ol Sandusky.
Counselors Wanted. Tnm down-fitness, co-ed.
NYS camp. 100 positions: sports, crafts, many
others. Camp Shane, Quaker Hal Court, do
Km. NY 105201914)271-2103
EBSCO Telephone Service
113 N. Main St
Now Hiring
Loam a marketable skill and make money. Coops and internships available. Flexible parttime and full-time hours. Guaranteed hourly
wage and bonus based on sales. Extensive
training program and follow through Stop in tor
applications after 4 pm. Mon-Fri.

2 bdrm. air cond.. calling fan, new appliances
Freshly painted, new carpet A Die. Heal irv
duded in rent. 353-7715.

FOR SALE
IIGATORADEII
30 qt. container. Store cost (45.00
Our price (20. Save ((( Ron 372-6749
1984 Cavalier Station wagon. 51.000 miles
with new engine. (700 or best offer Call Jacquie at 372-5142.

MARTEN RENTALS
We have apartments tor traditional students.
grads and couples. Please call tor more information on locations and rates for Spring.
Summer and Fall
352-3445'Hours 9-9

2 bdrm. duplex. 702 - 704 Sixth St (400 12
mo. lease: (475 - 9 mo. lease. Heat, water, A
sewage included. 352-1430.

NEED2BR?
Campus Manor 505 Clough St
615 Second St.
841 Eighth St
777 Manvilie
Prices Starting at (395
RE MANAGEMENT

2 bdrm. house. Located between campus and
downtown. Near courthouse. Available this
summer, tail A spring. Call 623-5551.

352-9302

2 bedroom furnished apartment
For Fall 1992

352-2663

92-93 SUMMER A FALL RENTALS
OVER 500 UNITS
Eflic. one bdrm., two bdrm., houses A duplexes. Stop into
319 E. WOOSTER
(across from Taco Bell)
Speak with our fnondafy stall or call
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE

354-2260

NEED A PLACE TO STAY NEXT YEAR?
Three sublessors needed to III eight man
house on Wooster If mtoroslod call 372 1106
Need one female subleaser from May until August. Located on E. Wooster. (330. * utilities
tor the summer. For more info, call 352-3875

Nice, newer 1 bedroom apt. av conditioning.
dishwasher. (300 a month Can 354 6676
Now ksasmg 1.2, A 3 bedroom apts. A houses
1 yr. lease. Yes. we allow pets. Call after 1pm.
354^800

Available now
Efficiency 146S College
Call 353-0235

Carry Rentals - Phone 353 0325
Apartments for 4 students at (135 each. 3 at
(165 each or 2 at (200 each 12 months and
summer leases available. Office hours 10-5 or
byappi.
CARTY RENTALS • Phone 3530325
Houses tor 3-9 students
Single rooms
A news bdrm. apt - all near campus
Office 318 E. Merry 83.

Looking for ambitious students to sen water
purification systems. Get your training and your
feet wet here in Bowling Green and then take
your business back to your home town this
summer. Write Pat, Box 101, LaGrange. OH
44050.
NANNIES NANNIES NANNIES
White House Nannies are looking for energetic
students who love children. Free room and
board, great salaries, travel opportunities.
Summer A 1 yr. commit. For more mfo call
Lynn 352-7701.

HAVE NO FRIENDS?
LIVE ALONE!
825 Third St.
313 N. Main St.
315 N. Main Si
RE MANAGEMENT
352-9302

1 bedroom apts for Fall 1992
Quiet atmosphere. Close to campus
352-2663

HELP WANTED
250 COUNSELORS and Instructors neededl
Private, coed summer camp in Pocono Mine.,
NE Pennsylvania Lohikan. Boi 234 BG.
Kenilworth. HI 07033 (908) 276-0998

Furnished 1 or 2 bdrm. apts. avail. Fail 1 yr.
lease. Free utilities. Cal 353-6982 and leave a
message.

One room apt. available May - August. (145
per month. Free uMHes. 352-4292.
Seniors and Grad Studenta
Jay-Mar Apartments
Spacious 2 bedroom furnished A unfurnished
Gas heat, central AC, Quite area
On light Mgmt Stan (420rmonth
Call 354 6036 between 10-2 for showing
SUMMER SUBLEASE - a/c. 1-2 person NO
UTILITIES PRICE REDUCEO Call 352-4297

-V Room

'AN
Thursday's Special

*
*
*
*
•>

All You Can Eat
BBQ Chicken and Ribs 84.75

■>

Located in the University Union

%

*
*
•>
•>

Quantum 90 Cards Accepted after
4:30 for on-campus students
Quantum 90 Cards accepted all day
for 95+ plan holders

J
♦
J
♦

*»********♦******♦*♦♦*•>***♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
1989 VW JETTA OL Black, loaded, sun tool.
low miles Make offer. 353-3905.
APPLE IMAGEWRITER II PRINTER
(325 or best offer
Cal Tracy 372-4254

AVEBURY BOOKS
Thousands of used hardbacks
in al categories and price ranges.
143-C E. Wooster -10-6. Mon-Sat

BSU

BSU

BSU

BSU

BSU

BSU

BLACK STUDENT
UNION ■ ELECTIONS

FOR SALE: Two U2 tickets lor Cleveland.
must sell by Friday. March 20th, call 352-9236

March 18-19

For Sale: 1982 Chrysler Lebaron
(300 - Negotiable Call 372-1285

IBM 1 meg memory (40

12:30 - 4:00
at the Union

Diving fins and boots (85
Call Ross at 352-3013
New apt. size compact microwave - (50O0
New Gold Star dorm-size refrtg.- (65 00
Call3S3-6112

BSU

BSU

BSU

BSU

BSU

BSU

BSU

BSU

Spring Break Specials
Check out our film prices
and Kodak Beach Belt at
The Plcture Place

Applications for

The BGSU Btoodmobile is coming...
Aprils- 10, 1992
Call 352-4575 for details
The Campus Escort Service would like to wish
you a aala and awjoyasiai Spring Drsast.

WANTED

Helpl I man Ex-Cleveland
Aikikai student (Rokyu rank)
looking for a Sen set or Sempaj
ol any rank to continue study m
Ueshiba Aikido. Onega. Shimaau.
Contact Dal* at 352-OT64
1 or 2 roommates needed immediately thru
August 10th lor sublease of apt. near campus1
University Village, rent neg Can Mike
353-7203.
Available Now 2 bdrm.
unfurnished, near campus.
*445/monthoronemalerrnmte
$222.50/monih. Cal 352-1514 leave mes-

Female. non-smoking roommate needed for
Summer. f125/mo. plus utilities Will have
own bedroom A bath. Air conditioning Cal
352 3009
HOMELESS?
Move in Spring Break March tree Looking tor
student to share 1 bdrm. apL Cheap rent. Cal
Linda 352-1378.
v

•
•
•
•
•

fall 1992 BG News editor
1992-93 Gavel editor
1992-93 KEY yearbook editor
1992-93 Miscellany editor
1992-93 Obsidian editor

are now being accepted. Application forms may
be picked up at 214 West Hall.

Deadline to apply is 5 p.
Thursday, April 9.

